SPECIAL COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
MAY 10.2021
The City Council held a special meeting on Wednesday, May 1O,2021, at l:00 p.m. in the
City Council Chambers, l0 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
EXCUSED: Councilmember Cra ig Isom.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Recorder Renon Savage; Finance
Director Jason Norris; Building Official Drew Jackson; Police Chief Darin Adams; Leisure
Services Director Ken Nielson; Parks Superintendent Anthony Pearson; Recreation Director
Jennifer Weaver; Golf Pro Jared Barnes; Golf Maintenance Supervisor Steve Carter;
Assistant Golf Pro Tyger Riggs; Aquatic Center Manager Chris Hudson; Library Director
Steve Decker; Heritage Center Manager Jason Clark; City Attomey Tyler Romeril.
OTHERS PRESENT: Garth Green, Carter Wilkey, Rob Dotson, Mike Bleak, Tyler Allred.

Buildine Department: Drew Jackson

we had an all-time high in annual permits in 2020
projector. Our lstquarter in
2021 we issued a l07o increase as compared to first quarter of2020. We have electronic
permitting, inspection and plan review, and arc meeting the requirements set by the
Legislature in building permit and inspection tum around. We work with Economic
Development when a potential business is looking at Cedar City we are there to help guide
design team as needed. We are busy processing business licenses, short-term/long-term rental
license, variance through Board ofAdjustment and Project Review process. Looking
forward to productive year ahead. Mayor - the State gives our department high accolades
over other departrnents. They say ifpeople were like Cedar City, they wouldn't need
legislation. Adams - how many short{erm rentals? Drew - I don't know. Phillips - we don't
have actual number and the follow through on taxation on those. I get report periodically,
sounds like there are a lot that are not compliant. Drew - I am curious to explore. Tyler
when we talk about accessory building there is an owner occupancy. Phillips - give more
clarifrcation on HB 98 for out building dept. Drew - we get a 2 week tum around on plan
review on residential, and a 3 week on commercial. It is for the initial review; the time
consftaint is in the first review. Mayor - the timeline doesn't start until we have all required
documentation. Sometimes people submit but leave out some of the components to do the
review. They say the City is taking forever, but we don't have all the plans. Melling - is
there a way to let them know what they need to complete. Drew - the system we have in
place is very transparent, the proponent can see what we are seeing, if we are missing a site
plan, they see it immediately. Mayor - we also have a checklist for those submitting stuff.
Drew - it is a fillable form; you have to have a response which helps.

-

3902 increase over 2019, the previous record. We are on upward

-

We asked for additional $2,000 for building and ground maintenance. In the 5-year capitat,
we asked for reroofing. On maintenance we have Rocky Mountain Mechanical we will do a
maintenance contract for annual upkeep on rooftop air conditions and heating/boiler system.
It is for all city buildings. Phillips - how is that handled now, as needed? Drew - yes, and it
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will help to have that,

don't do something only when in breaks. We have put in for
carpeting. Phillips - with stafiing are you able to sustain? Drew - it is going very well.
other jurisdictions it is 2-3 days for an inspection, we are one day. we have an additional
person now which is beneficial since now is the time it ramps up. we have Galen Matheson
back with us, he is certified in commercial and residential.
so we

Police: Chief Darin Adams - operations, our SWAT Team, multi-jurisdictional have been
called out and upon more the past years. We would like to buy them additional equipment,
to allow us to buy smaller items. Professional & Technical service increase of $10,500, we
responded to a domestic on 860 west and found a meth lab, the company to clean it up cost
us $8,000, we are asking for additional funding. Basic equipment, dog food, and anything
that doesn't fit in line items goes here. Employee recognition increased by $6,900 to
recognize ernployees. we have done gift cards, ernployee ofmonth, we would like to do get
together. For retention, money doesn't do everything, we would like to get the spouses
together more often through get together and have a cohesive relationship. Mayor
employee recognition will be in all departments, some on division level, some department
level. When we did away with the EAC, we went to let the Departments/Divisions figure out
what they want to do. They all had different types ofproposals, so we decided it is best to do
a dollar amount per employee so they can figure what works best for their departments, it
gives than flexibility. Paul - you will see a change to the Personnel Policy to set out
framework for that. Adams - thanks for the banquet and all the awards you gave out. Chief Uniform purchase an additional $4,800, they cost more now. If we hire someone and then
lose them it is difficult to get the vest replaced, they are custom fit. When Duft/ went to
SUU we prorated and sold it to SUU.

-

Melling

- is the goal with storage container to delay the need for a storage building? Darin
yes, we have worked together on that. Conex containers will serve the purpose, we will
purchase 2 ofthose and we will have to do some work on the site, we are looking at old
Wastewater Treatment area, it is fenced and there will be additional fence and then we will
have doors on both sides. We will have to store a vehicle for quite some time. We can store
now and into the future. Mayor - not drugs or anl,thing people would want to get into, just
the items we have to store forever, and they don't need to access very often. Phillips - this is
larger items? Yes.

-

Chief - mental and physical welfare of our staff was something we want to deal with, our
mission statement has changed. Exhibit "A" was reviewed. There was a recent article from
and the Brian Head Town Marshal claimed they handled more per officer than any in the
County that is not entirely accurate, we handle about 900 per officer or 5-6 calls in a l2 hour
period. Our goal is more help and less response so the officers can meet with the community
face to face and problern solve. Phillips - can you talk about diversity training, thank
goodness we don't have problems like across the nation, but we need to be prepared. Chiefthe protests weren't text book, we debriefed on what would we do, we talked about
interacting to people and the need to use force; we did escalation training and diversity
training. LIRMMA has a University Training we have been using; it has helped to not send
officers away. Phillips - we are a small communit5r but need to be aware. Chief - it is
important to us as well. Once a case is adjudicated, we can go through propertyroom.com
and get rid of some of the items. We are hoping to get funding to do a room under the stairs
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for gun storage. We sent 3 guys to training last week and we are hoping to bring more
training locally. Phillips - does the accreditation help us with federal grants? Chief- yes. It
has to be done by policy. We are hoping to get more officers to get superior on the training.
Phillips - the level change is above and beyond the wage increase? Darin - Yes, only 7
officers would be eligible. Hartley - does it help with longevity for people leaving? Darin
Yes, we had 3 oflicers that tested with Enoch and can make about the same, less work. We
are looking to hire one of their officers right now. Phillips - the amount of money requested,
is that for all 7 officers? Darin - yes, no estimated benefits? Paul - it wouldn't increase
health insurance. It would impact retirement and social security. Melling - if all 7 obtained it
would be an additional $22,000? Yes. Phillips - we need to think about that. We don't want
to lose officers. Phillips - the old SWAT headsets, can they be reused? Darin - I will have to
check, they are old. Mayor - we don't have quality or standard ofheadsets; they have a
makeshift headset. We also asked if we got them if the other agencies would get it. The
others can be used for training. Paul - the information on the screen is different than packets,
the vehicle cost is to replace four vehicles that we currently have. You need to add in an
additional 3 vehicles for the new officers. Darin - We are hoping next year to get an
additional SRO and possible patrol.

-

76-2-404 is pace officers use offorce, one change is you can deadly force if the think they
are a threat to themselves or others, it is changed if it is other than the suspect, if you have a
gun, I don't have probable cause to shoot you if you are committing suicide. We do a good
job. The standard now says, is it necessary.

Animal Control: Chief Darin Adams - o perations adjustrnarts to salaries and wages to
distinguish between full time and part time. We have $4,000 in sterilization; we don't do that
often. We took $3,000 and spread it into other line items. It is busy, COVID didn't help.
They are busy with animals that come and go and cleaning. We received two part-time
positions instead of one full{ime which the staffis happy with. Phillips - will that get the
shelter opened? Darin - Yes. Someone will be there to clean, and Brittany can keep up with
the other items. Phillips - there are trees that are dead. Chief- they have been replaced, we
had a deadline to get those done and as of yesterday they were replaced. Hartley - is
Brittany full time? Chief - yes, the $66,000 is four part-time employees. Hartley - did they
get help with cleaning? Chief - yes for the office, but not the kennels. Mayor - it is better to
have people that know the animal clean the kennels. Melling - do you think some of the
crime data went down because of the year, is it just reporting down? Chief- could be. Paul
- traffic accidents through the construction the year before went up. Last year there was
COVID and less driving, those may be reasons.

Leisure Services: Ken Nielson - operations employee recognition, we really appreciate that
Our direction, the folks like get together as a whole, a lot ofpeople don't see each other since
it is GolfCourse, Arena, Parks, Aquatic Center, they like to get together and see each other.
That is the direction we are headed. The Parks and Arena are not recognition people, they
like to be behind the scenes. It is a good chance to associate with each other. The other is
the salary increases and we really appreciate that. Melling - insurance and surety bonds it
that city wide? Jason - yes, we have a spread sheet where we share all our vehicles and
insurances, and they have all gone up. Melling - it will be a common thread? Yes. Ken - we
don't have personnel changes. You will see a line item for capital for park design in Fiddlers
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and for the Armbrust property, we want to design playground, pavilions, parking, things we
can do. Hopefully the soccer will turn to the west where Burgess is looking to donate

property. Also, the Armburst detention basin, we met with recreation and they like the idea of
a pump track, so there is $75,000 for design work. Phillips -is that the layout of what is
proposed? Yes. Phillips - what is the time frame? Ken - I think they will both be quick.
Philips - how many in your departrnents? Ken - 28. Phillips - several line iterns for
industrial trail roads. Paul - throughout the budget there was funding for the Industrial Road.
There are two reasons for rejection, we don't want to tear down Industrial with Nichols
canyon and coal creek both being done this year, we need to be able to get industrial traffic
through. The other reason is the grant funding has been applied for. Hopefully if we get
grant money and the easVwest packages complete we can bring it back. Phillips there is a
lot of progress, we don't want to shut it down. Mayor - with the two UDOT projects we
needed easVwest traffrc flow. Also with the grant funding, they don't like those to be
funded. Phillips - Jonathan can you tell us the timing on the Coal Creek Bridge? Jonathan
we will have a preconstruction meeting soon, and I anticipate it being the entire summer for
traffic over I-15 being shut down. Phillips - we need to let the community know when we
know. Mayor - they are behind on the Minersville Highway project. That is why this hasn't
started.

-

-

Leisure has had two staff changes, Wade left last Friday, we have a new division head,
Anthony Pearson, been in the division moving up from Maintenance 2 worker. We also have
a new arena person, Scott Christensen coming from Salina, he will be here on May 24th.
Ken

Parks: Anthony

Operations and building & grounds maintenance. We are asking
for the bump because of the baseball toumaments, more use in chalking and facilities,
upkeep. Bathrooms and sprinklers, they are getting a lot ofuse. Dept Supplies we did 18
new flower baskets on Center Street, temporary fences for the ball fields and the dirt
disburses so we have to top that offon the ball fields. Phillips - are we fully staffed for
maintenance of flowers? Anthony - we have two part-time employees for the flowers, they
will start next week. We are still looking for a few seasonal people in the parks. Mayor
special dept supplies, with the number of toumaments, $7,000 for the bases, anchors, etc. it is
for the upkeep. It is $700 each, we spent $7,000 last year. Phillips - I would hope we are
getting some of that money coming in. Anthony - it is a safety concem if they are not the
correct bases. Melling - a number of things that did not make the budget, are they things that
we have something kind of working or are they serious. Anthony dump truck is working; it
is just a coordination with the Cemetery. For the truck, we have an old Fire Departrnent
truck that is used to pull equipment around. We don't have a seeder or turf vacuum. We have
dugout renovation. We just renovated dugout #9 at Veteran fields, it is just for the upkeep.
Cemetery irrigation and roads is to redo all the irrigation and roads in the older section ofthe
Cemetery. Phillips - just the plan? Yes. Mayor - on the dugouts that is our portion, they got
a grant from the County. It won't start in the summer. Melling
- on trails, is our balance
good there or is it money we are expecting to collect? Jason we have several sections of
trails staffis working including the design on Industrial, that is cash on hand. The iterns
funded we have impact fees on hand. When we get Industrial planned out, we will assign
more impact fees there or for a pump track. We will fund as Council wants to move forward.
Mayor - some of the trails that don't connect still have right-of-way issues. If we are going to
fund the project, we nee.d to complete it. The Trail Master Plan is different areas of the
Pearson

-

-
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community that have right-of-way issues with people not willing to sell us their property. We
funded what can be complete. Phillips - then we may have to change the master plan. Ken the south view and Old Sorrel those connections we don't have any ofthose issues, other
than a small place on South View and we can use a sidewalk. This will help us develop
loops. Phillips - are we crossing Cross Hollow? Ken - no going undemeath, it will be nice
for pedestrians and kids. That is close to the middle school. If lndustrial Road grant is
approved, we may get thee trails.
Ken - Lisa, Jonathan and Clay are working on the Cemetery, it will be a phased irrigation
plan. It will change the old lines in the roadway, we will put new road in with curb and
gutter, rolled curb. It will allow us to plant new trees. We will phase it, it has tree rernoval,
planting, curbs, irrigation. A lot ofthe problem is if it breaks it all shuts down, there is not an
isolation area. The sprinkler heads are so close to monuments, so we are not getting good
coverage. Areas in the old section are pretty full so we know where monuments will be and
where we can plant trees. We are excited; people are passionate about the Cemetery. We
want to master plan the entire Cemetery. Melling - the current conditions of the roads slow
people down, if we improve do, we have other measures to slow people down. Ken - there
are several streets that need to be one way, some that will go both. With the trees and
planters, the street will be slow. Hartley - are we on track to be green for Memorial Day?
Yes. Melling - the wall on Main Street needs some TLC. Phillips - there are caps that are
loose. Melling - a lot on the Canetery facing side. Phillips - I appreciate you looking at this,
the Cernetery is crucial. A group of volunteen are coming out on May 20th to do clean-up.
Phillip - plant trees before you take some down. Paul - if we have money left fiom the
design, we asked that they start planting trees.

Anthony - capital - we have a riding mower, articulating arms that can work around
monuments and get closer to cut down on man hours, a nice machine that will help a lot.
Mini loader attachment, it is a backhoe arm for another piece of machinery. If a backhoe
goes down, we have issues with digging graves, this will pick up the slack. Also, it will dig
holes for tree wells. Mayor - the backhoe and an attachment are also for sidewalks.
Anthony - yes, it has the articulating arms to do the slopes offthe sidewalks. We are also
asking for an additional position. We want to do a hybrid with Cemetery and Parks, the
Sexton has a lot ofknowledge, but if he is gone there is no one able to do the paper or
computer work. Also, the parks are getting beat up with all the tournaments so it will also be
another set ofhands for help there. Phillips - I was at Main Street Park and I could not
believe how busy that park is.

Recreation: Jennifer Weaver - I am not over the facilities or buying big equipment, I am
rururing programs. Phillips - how are they running? Jen - Well, a little weird with COVID.
My biggest concem is that I was saddened with the gym not happening. We still don't grow
facility wise, but participants continue to grow. It is hard to complete a program, I put a lot
of unneeded time in making it work versus if we had some facilities. Not only basketball,
but machine pitch and t-ball, 39 teams last year, 68 teams this year. We have Little League
saying use these fields, so I am asking thern for fields. I will try to do the scheduling this
week. I don't see another way in Southem Utah, what is the last new facility we have had, it
is the Aquatic Center, the last new ball field, 15-20 years. we have tried to do upkeep, we put
money into Bicentennial, we added 8 holes to Golf Course in 1992, but it has not increased in
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any of your watches. The Aquatic Center was replacing an old swimming pool. I am feared
that one day we just won't be able to function. Pickle ball is huge in the community. The
college course has 6 and take a number to get on the court. Anything in the future realize it
is a problern. Phillips - is programing as difficult in the winter as summer? Jen - yes, we
don't have facilities, I just have to magically make it happen. Ifyou go to the softball fields
in the evening it is wonderful with dads coaching daughters, it is neat stuff. Phillips - ifyou
look at future parks, what do you need, what is the priority. Right now, I need baseball
fields, in December it is basketball and volleyball courts. I get hit up each week with pickle
ball. Soccer is also a big thing; we overlap soccer fields and baseball so it can only be used
for one at a time. That is my most difficult thing. My first few years was getting adults not
to argue, now it is facility scheduling. I am grateful for all of your support, I know you are on
board with recreation, so I hope something magical happens. Hartley - do you not need
more help? Jen -l use a lot of part+ime people and I am making it work, but we don't pay a
lot and we get a lot of tumover. I train umpires or referees and then I lose them to others.
We pay $10 for referee; travel league pays them $20. Jen - to make it competitive it would
be upwards of $ 10,000 a year. Other entities pay about double. When I get a kid trained
then they go to the weekend toumaments. I don't mind some training, but it would be great
to find a qualified person. The hard part is the adult sports, if you pay $325 per team, we
would hope we facilitate the program with the team fee, and I don't want to have to charge
the programs more money. My job is great, fuq nice and fulfilling. I appreciate you
budgeting a raise. Phillips - are we not getting pickle ball courts? Jen - 2 at the Aquatic
Center, not enough for programming. We are barely getting enough fields for the games, not
the practice. Coaches call all the time for practice on a field. Mayor - will you spread the
word about the gravel parking lot by the soccer fields. Jen - that is greatly needed. It would
be good for a sidewalk, handicapped access to field #4. Paul - 900 North will proceed west,
to the south is a private owner. We have tried to acquire it in the past but have been unable to
get the appraised value versus asking price. Jen - we have added gravel, so it is a little
better, but it is not handicapped accessible. Adams - any headway on using the elementary
schools? Jen - they have community service programs in certain schools that can be used
until 10 p.m., but the reality is the janitor goes home at 6:00 so they are not staffed. Phillips
- could we pay the difference? Jen - we pay on Saturdays; we use the middle school for
volleyball if it goes past 10 p.m. we pay the last halfhour. It would be quite pricy to pay
every night for every gym. You also have to find a custodian that wants to stay that late.
Melling - could we have a contract with the schools, people in the community may be
willing to contract for a few hours a night. Jen - Ken and I met with the School District and I
told thern on paper it looks nice, their people tum over as well. The higher up does not
always communicate with the ones that do the work. I did a report and sent it to thern 1.5
months ago for gSrm use in the future, they say they will try to accommodate, we have not
heard back at all. Working with the secretarial staff and custodial staff, they say we are
overwhelmed to do what we ask; more would be worse. Melling - our cost as a city if we are
paying all of that out ofpocket is less than operating another facility. If we have 4-6 people
on our paSnoll or contracting with a school to give us access. Jen - it would help in some
aspects, but my people don't want to worry about that. Melling - we pay them to cover the
costs and have it their employees. Jen - Iron Springs Three-Peaks and North are not game
playable. To have access, are they functional, they don't have an adult volleyball size court.
That could get us through for practice space. Adams - do you have any more consideration
on grass at the elementary schools. 7 years ago, I tried to partner to finish areas they don't
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fields? Jen - if you met with the School
District, they may change on what they offer. They won't schedule the outdoor fields and
they don't have restroom access. I heard North elementary does. The utilization ofthe
school grass. Soccer I don't run, that would be the easiest to run, it is flat area. They have
tried and have been told no. I doubt they would be willing to maintain a baseball field. If we
have no future with going forward with the gym. I keep functioning, I make it happen. I
haven't tumed a team away yet or denied teams outside of Cedar City the opportunity to
play. If we don't keep up now, we will really be behind.
use in the summer that could have machine pitch

@!!

Jared Bames - I brought Steve Carter and I want to introduce our assistant Golf Pro
Tyer Riggs, we are excited to have him. What a year for the Golf Course, we are at full
operations and it never felt like we had an off season. April numbers are silly. It is very
positive, but also comes with other issues, more fuel, labor, score cards, wear and tear on turf
and golf carts. If we continue at this rate expenses will continue to go up.

Operating - thank you for the salary increase. The increased play at the Golf Course, golf is
up 10- 1 5% nationwide, we are up 40-50o/o, a lot of the credit goes to the crew. When I got
here, we had 900 prairie dogs on the course. We have great staff. I asked for more in parttime labor, I need two people for what one person used to do. We have changed cart
procedures with more cleaning and will continue that process. We added the Assistant
Professional, we pay his dues which is $600 increase. Two-line items, equipment
maintenance it is the historical trends to keep equipment running. Special Department
Supplies, I was disappointed to say it was not in the proposal. If you look, we are very
frugal, never hit our budget in 3 years. Our trends show we need it. Mayor - we didn't
know what it would be used for. Jared - a catch all, we use it for fertilizer, we should be
fertilizing twice a year. Phillips - what was the request? $4,420. We are over in that line
item every year, but under in some that makes up the different. We want to take care of the
City asset. Steve Carter - sand for top dressing, fertilizer costs, weed control and anything
like that. Fertilizer, we have only fertilized once a year in 18 years and the amount ofplay it
is hard to keep turf alive and healthy. A dry season and winter there are areas that checked
out and kills the grass. Those are thing we need to increase. Phillips - when do you fertilize?
We did it a few weeks ago. If we, did it twice it would be in August, we did that last year.
Adams - we have everything upgraded and everyone is playing golfand is happy, we need to
keep it maintained. Jared - we have phenomenal irrigation, and thank you, but without
proper treatrnent we carurot keep the gfass green. Il a normal year it snows on Thanksgiving
and we open in March, but we did not get that this year. Steve - I kept track last year, Cedar
usually gets I 1 .5 inches of water and the record on the intemet said we got 4.5 so the gmss
does not last, and they played all winter long. Phillips - we want the golfcourse to look nice
but we need to cut back on watering. How is the reclamation around the pond? Jared - it
was seeded, but I haven't seen any come up. Steve - it doesn't get water; it is native grass to
cover the dirt. Melling - we built into the budget $460,000 in revenue, actual in 2020 was
$450,000. Do we know where we are looking for 20-21? Jared - last time I figured that out
I did calendar year 2020 and it was $650,000. Melling -this is conservative? Jared
everywhere is back open, April is typical $80,000 we just did $ I I 5,000 which is a big
number for April in Cedar City. Jared - I think we will stabilize. This Saturday wehad240
players, at least 50 were from the baseball toumament. Kudos to you, the same people are
eating and spending the night in Cedar City. They found us and they are coming back.

-
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Adams - goll the crowds are back at toumaments. Jared - that is a state-by-state thing. We
normally have 30,000 at a PGA tournament, we have been limited to 15,000 in North
Carolina. I was on the radio with ESPN in Salt Lake, and they mentioned Cedar Ridge a
number of times.
Greens Mower - they have to tum the wheels to keep it going straight. Top
dresser, when we aerated the greens last week, they have to go super slow, so it doesn't dump
all at once. Steve - it was here when I got here and had been here about l0 years before.
Jared - the two tee boxes we wish we didn't have to do, but we need to. We have blues and
whites in a ternporary tee and let them finish the road and determine where the final tee will
be placed. Hartley - how is the road going? Jared - they have hit gas and power, it has been
ok, but not great. There was a lot of confusion he thought we were shutting the Course
down, we said no. We made two temporary roads to get around the fenced offarea. The
other disappointment is we have never had a seeder, a great irrigation system with no way to
put seed down. This is something we can split with the parks department. Every Monday I
play, and country clubs all have it. A seeder is desperately needed. We would use that a lot
more than a top dresser. We paid a guy to come out for two days and it was $5,000. I think I
am more adamant because ofthe terrible winter we had. Phillips - is the roofok? Jared - no,
it is not leaking, but Steve is up there multiple times a year. We were hoping to get it
through RAP Tax preservation. We have a RAP tax project; the tee box is hammered from
October to April. We have a back strip with old artificial mats. For about $ I 0,000 we can put
in a whole strip and we will ask for that with RAP Tax. For the 5-6 months we can keep
golfers back there. We have Rotary Toumament this week, they could use that. Bunker
renovation has been there year afler year, that is the weakness ofour GolfCourse. They need
to be dug out, drainage and new sand put in. Phillips - I hear great things about the Golf
Course.

Capital

-

Aquatic Center: Chris Hudson - we don't have many changes, revenue from Ice Rink is
gone. It is based on the increases in wages, and we appreciate that. Programming going up
to $10,000, it was already that, it was renamed, the old marketing is our tech services line
item. Utilities we have done very well, we have slowly upgraded to more efficient systems.
Melling - how much was the ice rink? Chris - between $ 10,000 to $ 18,000, that is a best
guess without pulling records. Phillips - are we budgeting for the increased price in
chlorine? Chris - no, but most of the stuff we have been getting has only been 1o/o to 2%o.
Melling - how much reserve on hand? Chris - our tanks hold 1200 gallons, between 3-4
months. Melling - my concem was that also. Ken Nielson - it was the chlorine tablets.
Chris - they make those for commercial pools, but we don't use that. Typically, our utilities
we have been solvent.

Capital - we requested an equipment shed, snow removal, lawn mowers, golf cart, we are
getting to the point we need storage. We also have power washers. This would be behind
the competition pool. They are now storing in the chemical area that are now stored which
makes them rust quicker. Tables and chairs, we have had the same ones for l0 years in the
multipurpose rooms. When we have swim meets people want those rooms and we don't
have enough tables and chairs. We asked for acoustic panels which is above 90 decibels.
They are designed to handle this pool area. They are large cloth panels that catch the sound.
There may be RAP money that we can use for this. Melling - at what point do the sounds
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become a work safety concem? Chris-90 decibel sustained exposure; I don't know if there
is an OSHA standard. Phillips - on the revenue do you think you will be close, above or
below it? Chris - it is so up in the air with the COVID year, busy times have been different.
They are still trying to do summer Olympics and there is always a bump in pool use during
an Olympic year. Jason - there is not good modeling. We shut down the pool to fix the
liner, then COVID and we have been open some. There is some money in the fund balance.
Moving forward we will look at the next few months and have an idea if we will be back to
what it historically has bean. Mayor - we did budget the Rocky Mountain Mechanical and
put it under building.

Cross Hollow Event Center: Ken Nielson - Mr. Christensen comes on the 24th ,heisa
proactive guy. No changes in operations, they are consistent. Occasionally equipmant
breaks but has been absorbed. Capital - we acquired the need for power pedestals, people
come in and hook up their trailers and stay on site with their horses with the accompanied
stall rental. They are all revenue-based items. Hook ups are expensive units, $70,000 we can
get around 30 units. They are a great asset. The Iron County Restauant Tax will go into
this, it is a matching grant. They are on the south end of the property, spaced far enough for
trailers. Phillips - if they are staying there, they are not in the restaurants. Ken - he may
move those, they can be hooked up to the stalls, we will let Scott decide that. Tractor clutch
has been purchased. The arena has a lot of events scheduled, COVID has relaxed. Phillips
Larry is leaving when? Ken - June 5th, the tractor or stalls are not new to the arena. I think
the transition will be smooth. I have great staff, quality individuals, I appreciate the support I
get from the Council and administration. I still have projects in place for the Lake, I will
landscape that. The Rotary will xeri scape behind the monuments at Veterans Park, we are
redoing the trail. Phillips - I had two people ask me about Coal Creek Trail, you don't put
hot asphalt into the trail, you have to dig it out and redo it. Ken - the company likes to crack
seal when it is cold. Coal Creek trail is the only one with that problem, it is cold, wind and
with the water and it moves. Maybe it is time to do an overlay.

-

fu

Mike Phillips - thank you for the support last year with the raises and capital and
operational budget. I met with the Interlocal Fire partners and they are comfortable with the
budget as proposed. They pay 41% of the operating budget and pay into a capital
preservation fund, they pay their percentage. We started another recruit academy, it has been
very fast paced, they started in January, take test on Saturday and we hope to be done on the
4th of July. We started with 37 and now have 16. We finished our ISO audit, waiting for the
results, typically it takes 6 months. Last year we made $380,000 fiom wildland project fires.
$ 181,372 was put into the capital reserve account, there is $509,878 in that account. We will
come back and ask for a tender when we have enough money. To date the Fire Department
has eamed $2.1 million dollars. We have hired our seasonal crew this year, it is funded with
the grant and MOU. City set aside a piece of land for a south station, the impact facilities
plan shows in 2025, so it will start next year. Phillips - there was a big project in Project
Review to the east. Melling - training center update, what kind ofupdates and will they
meet the needs? Mike - it will increase the height, add windows and a staircase so we can
practice. It will also put a live fire component in, and we will get credit for each on our ISO
audit. We are audited every 3-5 years, the last one was 4 years ago. Melling - if it comes up
soon and affects our rating, do we need to move it up? Mike - this will finish that project. It
increased over the budget 2 years ago. Melling - ifthere is $ 123,000 approved? Mike - we
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can finish it. Melling - command vehicle and radios? Mike - the command vehicle will
replace a Chevy Tahoe. We share that with our interlocal partners. The radios 800 mz, we
purchased $72,000 in radios last year. With this year we will put thern in every position to
get to the bear minimum we need. Phillips - why so expensive? Mike - The State switched
over to an 800 MZ, so we needed to switch. It started in 2002 for the Olympics, that is how
long it took to get down here. There was also a $2,500 per year fee, they took that out. On
the position it is a Deputy Fire Marshal to work under the Fire Marshal on inspections.
Phillips - priority one was not funded, but #2 was. Mike - I pulled that one. Phillips - thank
you and your partners for all you do. With volunteers leaving what was the reason? Mike
we train them, they find they love the job and want to do it fuIl-time and they leave. Also,
Nick Howell retired after 20 years.

-

Librarv:

Steve Decker - we put in a little money for small raises for ternporary help and
capital for carpet in high traffic areas that will be done in carpet tiles so if something gets
spilled, stained or whatever we can change those. The meeting rooms get a lot of spills. We
tried the no food and drink, but that doesn't work. Ifthey abuse the place, we bill them and
they pay. The computer area the seams are splitting. A few things I would like to address.
There are 74 library jurisdictions, 9 are cities for populations 25,000-50,000 for years we
were dead last in the running, we are now 7rh of 9, we are able to hold. We do fairly well on
what we do. We have 29,520 patrons; they are deleted ifthey haven't used the library in 5
years if they don't have fines or fees. Character sketches 139 events with 93 separate
models. You probably hear why we need a library, when it is online. When I first started, I
bought a book on the road starter pack, 10- 12 books on cassette, they took on. I took a look
requested Past Tense by Lee Child, downloadable, has been downloaded 2,501 times, info 3
weeks old. We can buy the book for $95 or we can buy it metered for % that price. Metered
we would get it 12 months for unlimited use. If we think it won't be popular after 12
months, then get rid of it. If we buy it, we are on advantage plus, and if no one wants it, it
goes in the consortium and someone can get it from another area. If someone puts a hold on
it they will get the one we purchased first. I can buy the CD for $ 16; do we keep purchasing
the CD if it gets lost, scratched or stolen, or do we buy one copy or user for $94 or a meter
account for $4.50 or a play away, a prerecorded book for $63. These are the decisions we
must make. Ifyou buy a new car, they don't have CD players an),more. Some people still
like a book. To buy in fiscal form is a fraction of the cost of a down loadable form. The nice
thing is it can't be lost, stolen, etc. We are also getting new cards because of overdrive,
Cedar had a 7-digit card, others had different kind and the State had to program each type.
They funded a l4-digit card and replacing to the libraries in the consortium at no cost to the
library at the rate of 50%o ofthe population. Ifpeople come in, we replace them, we have not
put anything out yet until we make sure the bugs are worked out. Our system will work with
the old cards, but to use the app or download they must have the new cards. Melling - it
something costs more but being used more times then great. Libraries are changing on how
the operate and you are there every day. Steve- our goal is the have half digltal to 2024, we
are almost there. We anticipate by 2025 circulation will be halfdigital and halfphysical.
Phillips - a few years ago you received a grant for the art collection, how are we doing with
that? Steve - a lot is in Festival Hall, the most expensive piece is in the library, not on
display currently. We are working on some money to do reframing and re-matting at the end
of the year. We went through the appraisal, excellent, very good, good, fair, poor, we are
starting with the poor and redoing, repainting, etc. Phillips - do we have money to purchase a
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piece of art each year, we need to add to the collection. Steve - I have not requested that in
any of the budgets. Phillips - we are forhmate to have the collection, but I think we need to
encourage and develop art for Cedar City. In this collection up at City Office someone said it
has something for everyone, it goes from $80.00 to Arlene.

Ileritage Center: Jason Clark - I would like to address somethin g, Steve and I talked we
will utilize a portion of the basement for art storage, we would have nowhere to bring it if we
added to the collection. In the coming period we will put forth money for racks to
appropriately store art. We will be cleaning out stuff from old festivals and have room to
store.

We asked for minor capital Fojects. For operating, as COVID hit and we dropped off, we
color coated our calendar and began to lose heart after 70+ cancellations. ln January we did a
calculation we had 250 cancellations. We kept busy, we painted, steam cleaned and
maintained. lf the 254 events would have not cancelled, we would have been on track for the
same as 2019. We have submitted for the same operating budget in 2020. We have a full
slate of bookings in the summer. We re fulI from Thanksgiving to Christmas Eve.
Capital expendifures we asked for 4, new ticket printers, COVID has been a consolidation in
ticketing services, this will be before the end of the year. We are taking a multi-year
approach to change the lights to LED. Right now, they are operated on a dimmer system; it
has not been made in the past 15 years. We are using spare parts. We want to transition into
the future. High resolution projector and two-way screen, if we had it, we could get more
bookings. We are looking at 25 feet diagonal. We also want it to be a rear projection screen.
We had requests for additional tables and chairs for Festival Hall. They are holding up, but
some are wearing out. We are also short on some sizes of tables.

Lesal: Tyler Romeril -by calendar year. In2019 the legal departmenthad

2909 citations

issued through the legal department, we took on additional cases, all in the City limits
whether Cedar City or UHP we did that to control more of the criminal violations. 2020 it
dropped 400,2021we are down a little as well. We are doing well; Justice Court is operating
good. We don't hear many complaints. Randal deals with 99o/o of the criminal and Kari does
the office work. Civil2020 was busy year 13 claims against the City, we denied 4, there are
9 that we dealt with, some we are still dealing with. The ones under $10,000 we handle it in
the budgets of which ever department. The City filed 9 claims on damage to City property,
we have collected on all but 4, they are now in the criminal process. One thing with COVID
is increased work, some people don't like it like a factory, we work through things, those that
didn't want to settle, so they kept getting kicked down the hill, once the Courts reopen and
start having trials people will settle. Phillips - the 13 claims filed against us and 9 claims we
filed, how does that balance work, are we about even or do we have more money coming in
or out. Tyler - more going out. On the civil every few months people go through the Airport
fence; they are a few thousand. The ones I resolve myself are low also, but we have a few
large ones. We are happy where we are. Thankful for the proposed salary increases.
Phillips - what was the increase in professional and technical services? Tyler - that was to
compensate for the extra work of the public defender, Mrs. Reed does a great job.
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Hartley - in personnel he had salary inffease to move staffthrough longevity, was that
outside the increases? Paul - yes, we have ranges, it was to get his staffto where he felt they
should be.

Administration: Paul Bittmenn

- organizational purposes there are only 4, myself, Mrs.
Hirschi and Mrs. Pittser, but we also have all the finance folks under the admin
budget. We have increase in elections, mail in ballots are more expensive, we increased last
year or mid-year. Other category increase is the reverse 911, Everbridge system, that is the
system that called people to let know of the missing young girl. This is to bring us curent. It
is based on population. Hartley - what comes under executive discretion? Paul - that is used
under me and Mayor Wilson on things that are not budgeted. It is a hodgepodge whether is it
is bike safety week for helmets. Mayor - Gapyeong. Phillips - Boards and Commission?
Mayor - that was for the Scoft Phillips request. Phillips - historic preservation historic
preservation signs. Melling - to budget for projects for the commissions/committees. Most
are gratis; we pay a small portion to the Planning Commission. Historic Preservations is not
going to a board member, but to other things. Phillips - potential renovations are under the
building? Paul - Yes. We asked for carpet, that came under Drew's budget. The calpeting is
for the beige stuff. Ifyou walk up to building it is bad. In the PD it is the patrol room is used
2417 and is really bad. Phillips - you talked one time about utilizing the basement better in
the building, are we thinking ofdoing anyhing down there? Paul - not in this budget, I think
the conversation was moving some ofthe operations or PD out ofthis building. I said we
should fully utilize this building before we do that. It is cheaper to move storage than human
resources off site.
Savage, Mrs.

Mayor - one other capital is the control system. Paul - the HVAC, after Christmas we lost
the control system, it is a priority system only worked on by a certain company. It took over a
month in the months of January and February to get it fixed. Over the years we have done a
lot of work on the chillers. We had Rocky Mountain Mechanical to do work on the chillers
and on the valves in the system and asked them for recommendations on the first thing to
work on to make it function as it should. They said is the control units, get some that work.

Phillips - a general question, without a solution. What can we do to help Jen Weaver with
her plight? We have asked her to build her programs; she can't do it without facilities. Paul the Fields at the Hills is not very old, they were built shortly after the Aquatic Center. Lake at
the Hills is used a lot, but not for programming. We have not expanded the soccer fields. We
can expand our programming only so far without expanding facilities. The idea is if we go
ahead and expand for indoor rec it will not cure all of our issues. You have seen the rec
master plan, even ifprices hadn't jumped and we built the rec center, we would still not have
it all. We have done it for the entire area, took credit, took hits, the other communities don't
do recreational programs. The School District recognized the value of the pool and
contributed; the County conkibuted to the pool also. I don't see that with the other
recreational bases, more and more we are on our own. People in the rec leagues is not
limited to Cedar City residents. Phillips - have we went to other partners? Paul - not on
outdoor, we don't have direction. The Rec Center is so divisive we have not approached
others. Mayor - Jen and Ken met with the School District but did not give near enough
credit to what they actually did to show what would happen if we got practice time for all.
Phillips - ifwe have a piece of property somewhere, flat, do we have $250,000 and put in
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some soccer fields, grass, flat sprinkled, etc. Paul - $250,000 would barely do the restrooms
and the parking lot. Phillips - she is trying so hard to do what we asked her to do. Paul
increase capital on rec facilities. With gyms if I am a school district guy, what is my
incentive to do my capital funding for the City. I built volleyball, basketball, baseball,
softball for all high school programs. I can see chipping in for the pool, we don't have a pool,
but we have swim teams, I don't see the rec center. Melling -philosophical question, we

-

don't see neighborhood parks, do we want recreation, it brings people to town, how much are
they spending. We need to ask ourselves; we are asked by residents to provide XYZ that
other cities provide, do we want to raise impact fees that charge more for parks impact fees, I
don't think we want to do that. We hear we don't like the density. Some is a priority issue, is
our emphasis on neighborhood parks. Phillips - that does not solve soccer or t-ball problem.
Melling - a resident reached out 6 months or so ago, ifwe set a budget basketball is worth X
amount a year can, we put it out to bid, if the City put out a 2O-year contract. There is a lot
more we could do, or long-term partnerships with the County or School District. We need to
have those talks, if we do it the same way others are doing that have 2-3 times the impact
fees and density, how can we get there. Paul - we need to know what amenity you want us
to pursue, soccer, rec center, pickle ball, they all cost money. We are not the poorest or
richest community; we can probably do something. ifyou say build out the trails, rec center,
soccer fields, baseball fields, pickle ball, we cannot do it all, give direction. There is a need
for parks for picnics and playgrounds. Mayor - we have a contractual obligation on the
Armbrust property and on the SITLA property, the SITLA won't be the easiest project. Paul
- Armbrust is coming up quick. Mayor - long-term planning we are contractually to those.
Hartley - can we have the Parks & Rec people give us some ideas. Carter Wilkey - in my
own experiences, every once and a while we discover the City owns property, there is 4 acres
in Gemini Meadows. Maybe someone should look at that and see where we have property.
Melling - there are a lot ofpeople enthusiastic about some things, identiff weird pieces.
Carter - it was a long skinny piece; it backs up to canal. Melling - if people wanted to do a
dog park and lease it from the City for 30 years. Paul - last time a dog park came up the
Council said no. Mayor - we looked at a map of city property for the dog park and they
didn't want those pieces of property. We have done that a number of times. Phillips - we
hear reoccurring things, soccer, pickle ball and baseball/softball. We need to be addressing
these things.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Phillips moved to adjoum at 5:00 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.
R
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Asap rofessional and dedicated team, w€ will build
p ositive relationship s with, and strive to protect our
communitv as we value and p reserve al! human life.
We wil! priorit ize equally both the phv sical safetv
and mental well-beine of our staff.
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Statemen t/Goa

S

GOAI I: PROTECTION OF LIFE AND PROPERW THROUGH RAPID AND EFFICIENT POLICE RESPONSE
AND APPROPRIATE SERVICE DETIVERY
1. Corroborate with community partners, and residents on the efficient and safe flow of traffic and
pedestrian access.

Department Goals Contingent on Funding or Action
2. Hire three additional staff members, two for the patrol division, and one to address
traffic enforcement and education. (Went from 34,895 to 39,959 calls for service from 2019-2020)
3. lmplement an online reporting solution to increase convenience to our citizens for
non-emergency reports, and to free up our officers to address more pressing and
urgent requests and needs.
4. Continue to purchase updated vehicles and equipment to provide a proper and

effective response and resources, with which to patrol and conduct investigations.

FY 21,-22 tvl ission

Statemen llGoa

S

GOAL !!: PREVENTION AND ENFORCEMENT OF CRIMINAI ACTIVITY

Department Goals Contingent on Funding or Action

to recruit, hire, and promote the best people.
2. Work on incentives to retain our qualified and dedicated staff.
3. Update our evidence intake and storage room to enable for growth,
and to ensure the integrity and strict chain of custody of evidence.
4. Re-classify a Corporal to a Sergeant to backfill the vacancy created by
selection of an existing Sergeant to transfer to the Drug Task Force.
1 Continue
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GOAI lll: TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
1. Keep current with technology that will improve calls for service

management.
2. Ensure our officers are trained on annual risk management topics and
innovate by bringing training courses to the department, thereby saving time
and resources.

with new tactics and training, along with refining
our best practices in public safety and criminaljustice.
4. Complete the Utah Chiefs of Police Accreditation process.
3. Continue to stay current

Department Goals Contingent on Funding or Action
5. Replace carpet in the main floor area of the police department.
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GOAL IV:

1. lncrease technical

traffic education

2. Focus a dedicated
and enforcement.
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GOAL V: COMMUNITY SERVICE

with residents
positive
rhedia exposure.
through resident meetings and
2. Establish close contacts with formal and informal community leaders.
3. Continue employee involvement in strategic planning and implementation.
4. Continue and enhance department committees to study issues, challenges,
and review of department.
Department Goals Contingent on Funding or Action
5. Obtain video evidence cloud storage and redaction software to ensure
release of videos can be properly redacted and provided to-the community, as
well as our criminaljustiie partners, as they prepare cases for prosecution.
1. lncrease the number of contacts of department leadership
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GOAI Vl: PROVIDING STAFF WITH RESOURCES AND SUPPORT
L. Focus on physical and mental well-being by refining physical fitness standards and
testing.
2. Address mental wellness by improving our peer support program and fostering an
environment of oroactive mental wellness counselins and resources. (Averase life
expectancy for folice in U.S. is 57 years, compared td79 years in the iivilian-sector).
3. Conduct annual mental health checks with professional counselors.
4. Develop a spousal support group to engage spouses at increased level within the
department.
Department Goals Contingent on Funding or Action
5. Provide funding for those currently at Patrol Officer llto move to Patrol Officer lll,
should they meet the criteria. This will help to support development and enhance our
human resou rces.
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Department/Division: Police Priority
L

Vehicles

2

Body-Camera Cloud Storage/Redaction

3

Evidence Room

4
5

5

Upgrades
Evidence Storage Facility
Replacement Carpet for Main Floor
SWAT Communication Headsets
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Cost
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in Use of Force
Ph ilosophy

Cha nges
.
.
.
.

Changes in perceptions and more closely scrutinized.

"Legally justified, but was it necessary?"
Force is necessary at times/Think about how to handle situations
alternatively, when possible !

Professionalism is an officer's responsibility. We control that, not the
suspect or individual. The only time we don't care what you say to a
suspect or how you say it, is when they are ATTACKING you. After the
use of force is finished and the suspect(s) is/are under control, then
you should go back to treating them with respect. CONTROL YOU
OWN SELF! - Look out for each other!
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Control)
GOAI !: EFFECTIVELY AND PROFESSIONALLY SERVE THE PUBLIC AND THEIR
DOMESTICATED PETS
1. Develoo a reoutation throueh service and education that oromotes humane
treatment and iesponsible orninership of animals
2. Provide education to the citizens about animal care and ownership.
3. Continue to innovate and develop resources and strategies to relocate
animals to rescue groups or adoptions centers to improve-pet health and
longevity of life.
Department Goals Contingent on Funding or Action
L. Hire an additionalfull-time Shelter Assistant to ensure functional day-to-day

operations.
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Crime Data
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Par! I Crimes (homicide, rapg, robbery, agg. Assault, burglary, theft vehicle
theft and arson) decreased by 3.7o/".

Violent Crimes (homicide, rape, robbery, aBE. Assault) increased by 8.8%.
Property Crimes (burglary, theft, vehicle theft, and arson) decreased by
7.L%.

Domestic violence decreased bv 7.2 oercent. Criminal Mischief decreased
by 14.8 percent, Alcohol Offens-es decreased by 26.9 percent, driving under
the influence increased by 5.a percent, publlc ihtoxication decreased by
33.3 percent, and disorderly conduct increased by 8.1 percent.
Total Accidents (property damage, injury, hit and run, and non-reportable)
decreased by 24o7o.'
Nuisance reports increased by 2OO%
Total victimizations increased by 27.7%.
Animal control impounded L,L36 animals in 2020, which was a decrease of
22.5o/o.903 animals or 74o/o were adopted, transferred to a rescue or
redeemed by the owner.

Acco m p ! ish m e nts/l nfo rm atio n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Utah Chiefs of Police Accreditation
Evidence Room software upsrade and dual authentication for greater
security and reduction of liability. Cleared more evidence out oJ the space.
New CEO, Rick Vincent hired, currently being trained.
New P/T Evidence Tech, Trey Lister trained and functioning.
Tested a new roster of certified and non-certified officers last month. Have
about 10 good candidates to consider, three of the top four being certified,
one with experience.
DUCO, one of our K9's will be retiring in June.
L,526 hours donated by our Police Volunteers.
Several bills passed this year in the legislature, which will change the way
we train and police our community.
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